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Annexure – 1 

Report on the

National Seminar on

Emerging Trends in

Biological Sciences: A

North East India 

perspective
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The aim of this report is to assess the

experience of learning and exposures to ideas

brought up by young entrepreneurs.
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Chart presentation on Anti-tuberculosis

drug induced liver injury.
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Interaction with Eco Ri start up

Their motto is waste to

grace.

In their startup they 

collect, processes and

repurposes plastic waste

into valuable products 

reducing plastic waste

and sustainability.
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Interaction with Bio-resources

development centre.

Their aim is to  achieve the 

genetic resource conservation

within the framework of 

sustainable agriculture.

To serve and fulfill the rights of 

rural communities by providing 

bio organic supplies such as bio-

fertilisers, organic pheromones

which are eco-friendly and much 

more preferred as compared to

harmful chemicals products. 
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Interaction with Megh-Aroma Mission 

In this megh-aroma mission, they 

plant different beneficial plants like 

wintergreen, lemongrass etc. for 

production of essential oil and 

organic soap.

They told us about how they grow, 

extracted and yield the product. And 

we also discussed about the 

physiological conditions required to 

grow the plant.
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Chroma-Biotech LLP

It is a main division of business activities 

like agriculture, hunting and related 

services to be carried out in India.

They plant bamboo and extract ethanol 

which is renewable and can be used as 

fuel.
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National Seminar by different

entrepreneurs

In the seminar we learned the 

journey and efforts of different

entrepreneurs who brought

their ideas into action. Their 

ideas was not only beneficial

to them but also to many 

people and in helping to 

restore the environment.
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Department of biochemistry 6th semester
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 

Sl. 

No. 

NAMES DESIGNATION 

1. Ms. GAYATRI DEVI BSc 6th Semester Biochemistry (Hons) Student 

2. Ms. KABYASHREE BHUYAN -do- 

3. Ms. WENDY ERYSHEBA RYNTATHIANG -do- 

4. Ms. EMY GRACE KURKALANG -do- 

5. Ms. PYNBHALIN KURKALANG -do- 

6. Ms. ROSSILIN SUTING -do- 

7. Ms. BAPHILAWANPLI SYIEM MYRIAW -do- 

8. Ms. INDASHAI SHYNNA SWER -do- 

9. Ms. IBANKYNTIEW LYNGDOH -do- 

10. Ms. LAPHISHIMTI RYNJAH -do- 

11. Ms. IBANDARISHISHA N. SYIEM -do- 

12. Ms. LARIKYNTI MAWLONG -do- 

13. Dr. (Mrs.) STEPHANIE PAULA BASAIAWMOIT Teaching Faculty 

14. Dr. GARETH GORDON SYNGAI Teaching Faculty 

Expenditure incurred on the programme = Rs 3,500.00




